Abnormal Behaviour Detection
Course
Jointly organized by
CJ Security Consulting Group (Singapore) and WISH AVSEC Training & Consulting (Hong Kong)

30 APRIL – 3 MAY 2013
Furama Riverfront Hotel, Singapore

Who should Attend?
Aviation security personnel, airline staff, law
enforcement personnel performing duties at
an airport; and existing personnel responsible
for the application of aviation security
preventive measures at airports.

This course will train aviation security personnel to
identify and detect abnormal behavior so that
potential threat can be intercepted and apprehended
before it becomes a threat to the airport or aircraft.
Knowledge of this specific skill will allow participants
to become more proactive in abnormal behaviorbased detection techniques when they perform AVSEC
duties at various locations in the airports.

Registration Now Open!
Click here to visit our website for full details
For further enquiries on course details, please
contact our course coordinators, Ms. Nadia
Boentoro / Ms. Crystal Choong at
registration@cjms.com.sg
Tel: +65 6464 1201 Fax: +65 6464 1203
Website: www.cjsc.com.sg
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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Brussels diamond heist highlights security holes
It was the night of Feb. 18, and it was about to go down.
Armed robbers dressed in police uniforms broke through
a hole they had made in the security fence at Brussels
Airport and took diamonds worth $50 million as they
were being loaded into the cargo hold of a plane. This
diamond heist was only the latest in a long line of airport
perimeter breaches. Read more

9 Stunning Next-Gen Airport Designs Cleared for Takeoff
Few of us will have the chance to visit an office designed by a
world-class architect; an even smaller group will enjoy the
luxury of living in a home designed by one. Airports, especially
those in big cities, expose an architect's work to millions of
people every year and are highly sought-after assignments.
Read more

Teague’s cabin vision: The future of the passenger experience
With aviation innovations groundside arriving faster than ever,
passengers traveling from major airports are finding life
increasingly easier. From self-check-ins to portered baggage
drops to quicker and more efficient body scans, the industry
has advanced more in the past five years than in the 20 that
preceded. Read more

Shakes on a Plane: 'Harlem Shake' Joins the Mile-High Club
The latest incarnation of the "Harlem Shake" video fad
recorded on board a Frontier Airlines flight now has the
attention of federal investigators. The video has been
viewed more than 400,000 times on YouTube. It was
recorded by members of the Colorado College Ultimate
Frisbee Team on their way to a tournament in San Diego
over President's Day weekend. Read more

Nervous actions tip screeners to suspected fraudsters
The TSA says the men were observed by officers trained to spot
behaviors that indicate a fear of discovery or that may pose a
risk to security, behaviors that increase when one is trying to
suppress high levels of stress. Read more
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Two of man's best friend adds additional layer of security to airport
screening
The Transportation Security Administration introduced
its latest layer of security at Albany International
Airport: two Labrador retrievers. Seven and Zelda will
soon be joined by two more dogs, all of whom have
been trained to detect explosives on passengers and
their carry-on baggage. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior

US Seeks to Confirm Report of Terror Leader's Death
American military and intelligence officials said today
they are attempting to confirm a report from the Chadian
military of the death of al Qaeda leader Mokhtar
Belmokhtar, the alleged mastermind of the deadly attack
on an Algerian natural gas facility in January. If the new
report is confirmed, Belmokhtar's death would be a
significant victory against a growing al Qaeda threat in northern Africa. Read more

150kg explosive material used in BJP asks government to take
hard decisions to combat terror
Karachi blast
An initial probe report of Abbas Town
bomb explosion has been prepared
according to which 150 kg of explosive
material were used in the blast. According
to the report, the blast left a crater that
was 4 feet deep and 10 feet wide. 500 to
700 meters of the area was affected as a
result of explosion. Read more

The BJP targeted the government on the
issue of internal security and terrorism
and called for "hard" decisions regardless
of consequences, asserting it was not
opposed to the idea of NCTC but it should
be within the constitutional framework.
Read more

DHS: We can identify those who overstay on visas
DHS has taken steps to implement affordable measures to achieve the
underlying goals of the requirement. Through enhancements to the
system, which matches the information on an individual's passport at
arrival and departure, DHS can now identify and target for enforcement
those who have overstayed their period of admission and who
represent a public safety and/or national security threat. Read more

Singapore, HK arrests in huge Australian drug bust
A Singaporean and a man from Hong Kong have been arrested
in connection with an unprecedented methamphetamine
seizure in Australia that was almost double the previous record,
police said. Police said the pair, aged 32 and 51, were arrested
along with a 21-year-old Australian man in an operation that
netted more than half a tonne of the drug known as "ice" in
raids on six properties across Sydney. Read more

Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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